CACI designs and builds networks for modern communications.

Network availability and reliability are a must in today’s fast-paced national security environment. We design and implement network infrastructure solutions enabling secured state-of-the-art communications around the globe and to the tactical edge. CACI’s experience, expertise, and technology enable us to collaborate with customers on affordability and infrastructure with an eye on the mission, while never sacrificing continuity or quality. Our solutions are secure by design, with security integrated into the network design and build. We have a global presence that delivers full lifecycle solutions—enabling us to quickly meet customer needs wherever they are.

We architect solutions that improve efficiency and performance, increasing capacity to deliver data. Our wired and wireless solutions provide agile, flexible, and user-centric network technologies that are at the forefront of the technology trends of tomorrow. Because we are vendor and technology agnostic, we deliver our solutions with the right technology set for the customer—drawing on a breadth of services and solutions and a partnership of experts. **We build critical network infrastructure for no-fail missions tailored specifically to each customer’s needs.**

For more information contact:

**David Wilson**  
(336) 279-4777  
david.wilson@caci.com

For more information about our solutions, products, and services, visit:  
[www.caci.com](http://www.caci.com)
Features

- Network architecture, design, integration, installation, and certification
- Migration to the latest technologies
- Secure by design
- Inside plant and outside plant expertise
- Optical transport networks
- Wireless networking
  - Microwave
  - 5G
  - Mesh
  - Wireless LAN
  - Tactical edge
- Multi-level secure networks
- Vendor and technology agnostic
- Flexible delivery models
  - Network as a service
  - Catalog service
  - Customer-owned model

Benefits

- Integrated turnkey network solutions
- Highly reliable and available communications that are secured from rapidly evolving cyber threats
- Network continuity during migration, upgrade, or installation
- ISO-certified project management processes

Modernizing Network Infrastructure for Modern Communications

CACI provides full lifecycle network services — from design through operations and maintenance — offering network architecture, design, integration, installation, and certification.

CACI creates solutions that improve the performance, efficiency, and security of IT infrastructure. Cyber defense starts with infrastructure design and integration. CACI has extensive experience implementing secured infrastructure from monitoring and detecting fiber to securing and alerting infrastructure vulnerabilities and intrusions. We have demonstrated expertise in the latest technologies—software defined networks, zero trust solutions, high-speed transport protocols, and artificial intelligence. CACI’s mission-first mindset drives the solutions for our customers’ success. We deliver secure networks for your critical missions.
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